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Fossil Creek, located in Fossil Creek, using a piscicide called
The Department of Biologinorth-central Arizona, is fed by over Antimycin A. The native fish were cal Sciences, under the direction
60 springs and is one of a handful manually removed from the creek of Jane Marks, reports on multiple
of travertine waterways in Arizona. prior to the project implementation aspects of the biotic community at
The decommissioning of the Childs and were subsequently returned. Fossil Creek, including the native
and Irving power plants by Ari- The construction of a fish barrier fish community, the effects of the
zona Public Service (APS), and the
piscicide Antimycin A, retensubsequent return of full flows to
tion rates of leaf litter as related to
Fossil Creek on June 18, 2005, after
travertine, and the concern with the
nearly 100 years of water diversion,
presence of non-native crayfish.
has created one of the most exciting
Rod Parnell and others from
stream restoration opportunities in
the Center for Environmental Scithe west. It has also provided an unences and Education and Departprecedented opportunity for Northment of Geology report on increased
ern Arizona University (NAU) retravertine deposition rates since the
searchers to study the before and
return of full flows to Fossil Creek.
after effects on the aquatic ecosysFrom Marty Lee and her
tem, travertine, and human use.
graduate student Paul Hancock in
The Native Fish Restorathe School of Forestry, we learn
tion Project, which took place in the
that stewardship of Fossil Creek is
fall of 2004,
a necessary compowas also an By every measure, the restoration of Fossil Creek has been
nent in the future
integral part
management of the
a resounding success; however, significant concerns
of the restoraarea.
The results
remain, and stewardship of this unique area is vital and an
tion of Fosof two surveys of
on-going need.
sil
Creek.
Arizona
resiThis project, undertaken by mul- upstream of the confluence with the dents indicate that the respondents
tiple state and federal agencies and Verde River will ensure that non- have very strong feelings about
individuals, removed non-native native species from that river are Fossil Creek and that they have
fish from the upper 9 kilometers of not able to travel upstream into a high sense of stewardship.
Fossil Creek.
The
NAU
researchers
These believe that future stewardship
pages contain of Fossil Creek, in the form of a
E c o N o t e s stakeholders group to advise the
covering the Forest Service and a “Friends of
research sub- Fossil Creek” group, is a critical
jects of the need for this area. Without publead investi- lic stewardship of Fossil Creek,
gators in the much of the natural resources of
Fossil Creek this restoration success story may
E c o s y s t e m be degraded or lost in the future.
StudiesG r o u p Michele James
Photo by Andrew Fahlund, American Rivers
at
NAU. Fossil Creek Coordinator

The Hydrogeology of Fossil Springs
Megan Green and Abe Springer, Department of Geology
Fossil Creek, an oasis in the of species rare among Arizona’s older Paleozoic carbonate rocks,
central Arizona desert, gushes from declining
riparian
areas. make the geology very complex.
a series of springs and is thought to
All of the restoration and Understanding and quantifying
groundwater flow
have a relatively
in these aquifers
constant
yearfirst requires a comround flow.
A
plete understandmajor tributary to
ing of the geolthe Verde River,
ogy of this region.
Fossil
Creek’s
A preliminary
stream flow of
Digital Hydrogeoapproximately 45
logic Framework
cubic feet per secModel (DHFM) has
ond nearly doubles
been constructed
the Verde base flow
using EarthVision, a
at the confluence
3-dimensional geowith the creek.
graphic information
The
stream’s
system software,
natural
traverPhoto by Ian Reed, U.S. Forest Service
tine barriers form A continuous source of water flowing from the springs is essential for the long-term sustainability from a collection of
geologic data. The
waterfalls and lush of the ecosystem.
DHFM will serve
blue-green pools
due to the unusual chemistry of the decommissioning work in Fos- as a tool for understanding and
springs, which are saturated with sil Creek is dependent on the dis- conveying the complex subsurface
geology of
calcium carbonate. A haven for
native fish, frogs, birds and plants,
What are the source areas for Fossil Springs? the region.
We
have
the creek is home to a combination
How does water flow to Fossil Springs?
found that
the springs
charge from Fossil Springs being discharge from the RMX aquifer
relatively constant and unchanging. in the Naco Formation at the inWater discharging from the springs tersection of two major faults, the
has traveled through the limestone Diamond Rim Fault and the Fossil
and sandstone rocks in the area in Springs Fault. The next step is to use
the regionally continuous C and this model to construct a GroundRMX aquifers (Figure 1). As the water Flow Model to understand
climate and other factors change, it is the hydrology of the area. Water
important to understand how the managers in this region need to ungeology is connected to the sus- derstand the geology and hydrogetainability of Fossil Springs, ology of the area to develop their reand other springs in the region. sources effectively, without causing
The subsurface geology of the unnecessary or unintentional enviWest Mogollon Mesa area and the ronmental impacts to Fossil Creek.
sources of the water for the springs
Figure 1. Stratigraphic column of geologic
Supported by: Town of Payson, National Science
are only beginning to be under- Foundation
and Nina Mason Pullium Trust
formations and aquifers present in the Fossil
stood. A combination of volcanism
Creek area, Arizona, which are modeled in
the digital DHFM.
in young rocks and faulting of the

Native Fish Quickly Rebound Following Restoration
Matt O’Neill, Cinnamon Pace, Allen Haden and Jane Marks
Department of Biological Sciences
Native fishes are among the dependent and interactive potential
most endangered desert animals in of these two restoration actions. We
Arizona, partly due to water diver- used a section of the river above the
sions and exotic species introduc- dam as a control site because this
tions. Since all desert fishes suffer area has always had full flows and
from severely reduced ranges, and was never invaded by exotic fish.
several hover on the brink of extinc- Just below the now defunct dam,
Photo by Matt O’Neill
Native
fish
species,
such
as
these Specktion, a driving force behind restora- we were able to measure the effect
led Dace, are re-populating Fossil Creek.
tion is to increase native fish habitats. of restored flows alone in a reach
The restoration of Fossil Creek has where stream flow had been dimin- We observed dramatic shifts in the
focused on increasing the amount ished, but no exotics had invaded. fish community (Figure 1). Increasand quality of stream habitat by both In a long section where flow was es in native fish were seen in all arremoving exotic fishes and restor- diminished and exotics dominated, eas of Fossil Creek where flow was
ing natural
restored and exotic
water flow Native fish increased where exotic fish were removed.
fish were removed.
to the river. Increased flow benefited natives only in the absence of exotics. Both restoring flow
and removing exWill the reotics are important
turn of flow bring back native fish? we studied the combined effects of for native fish rehabilitation, howWill the removal of exotics help na- flow restoration and exotic fish re- ever, exotic fish may be of primary
tive fish? Which is more important? moval. Finally, we could measure concern. This is supported by two
Our research team monitored native the effect of flow restoration without lines of evidence: (1) sites where
fish populations before and after res- exotic fish removal in a reach below exotics were removed and flow was
toration to answer these questions. a newly constructed fish barrier, restored showed a higher increase in
The unique layout of Fossil where exotics continued to domi- fish than sites where only flow was
Creek allowed us to compare the in- nate even after flow restoration. restored (7800% versus 170%); and
(2) native fish have not rebounded
in areas where exotic fish remain,
even though flow has been restored.
Pre-renovation
500
Although native fish popuPre-renovation
Post-renovation
Post-renovation
lations have rebounded following
the stream restoration, there are still
400
many unanswered questions about
how community structure is chang300
ing. Crayfish, an exotic species that
competes with fish for resources,
200
are moving up Fossil Creek, and
could compromise the fish recovery.
100
The restored water flow is allowing
the deposit of travertine, altering
0
portions of the stream, and possiControl
Increased flow,
Increased flow,
Increased flow,
full water flow,
exotic
fish
no exotic fish
exotic fish
bly affecting habitat availability for
no exotic fish
(removed)
(not removed)
fish. NAU researchers are continuFigure 1. Native fish populations before and after restoration. Sites where
ing to study fish at Fossil Creek.
exotics were removed and flow was restored had higher increases in fish than
sites where exotics were not removed.

Does Antimycin A, the Chemical Used to Kill Exotic Fish,
Have Unwanted Side Effects?
Eric Dinger and Jane Marks, Department of Biological Sciences
One of the most controver- for native fish and are important to sects were innocent victims of the
sial aspects of exotic fish removal the diets of birds and lizards. Mac- fish poison. Insect mortality was
projects that use poison to kill fish roinvertebrates are also essential for roughly 5-10 times higher where the
is the potential side efchemical was used than
fects on other animals
in an upstream control
living in the stream.
site. We also monitored
The group of organisms
the densities of macroinmost at risk is macrovertebrates 6 months and
invertebrates because
1 year after the treatment
they use gills to breathe
and found that, at most
and can’t escape into
sites, the abundance of
the terrestrial environmacroinvertebrates
rePhoto by Eric Dinger
ment. There have been
bounded within this short
very few field studies Fossil Creek supports one of the most diverse invertebrate communities in
time period. At other sites
on how relatively high the Southwest.
they remained slightly deconcentrations of Antipressed but appear to be
mycin A, such as were used in Fossil the breakdown of leaf litter that en- recovering (Figure 1). There were
Creek, affect macroinvertebrates.
ters the stream, and are an important a few species that disappeared from
Why should we care about
sites and have yet to remacroinvertebrates?
turn, but there were no
Macroinvertebrates, Antimycin A kills stream invertebrates.
species that disappeared
comprised mostly of
entirely from the river.
snails, worms and The effects are short-lived and recovery is rapid. This tells us that the
aquatic insects like
chemical kills macroinmayflies, caddisflies,
conduit of energy between the food vertebrates, but that the effects are
and dragonflies, are essential for base (algae and leaf litter) and higher relatively short-lived. Certain apthe healthy functioning of streams. trophic levels. Macroinvertebrates proaches of the Fossil Creek restoThey are the main source of food are interesting in their own right. ration likely contributed to the quick
Fossil Creek sup- recovery. For example, there were
ports over 130 reaches above and below the treated
different species area that were left untreated, providof macroinverte- ing a source of macroinvertebrates
brates, each with to re-colonize the disturbed sites.
their own morThese findings can be used
phology, life his- by managers working in other rivtory, and unique ers. Antimycin A should be used
a d a p t a t i o n s with caution in rivers where there
to stream life. are endangered or listed macroinWe measured vertebrates. In Fossil Creek, there
m a c r o i n v e r t e - are two endemic macroinvertebrate
mortality brates, the Fossil Springs snail and
during the chemi- the Page Springs caddisfly. Luckily,
Figure 1. Invertebrate mortality, measured as the number of insects found cal treatment and their populations are concentrated
drifting downstream, increased between five and ten fold when Antimycin found that large above the dam, near the springs,
A was in the water. This shows that one of the unfortunate side effects of numbers of in- well upstream of the treated area.
chemical treatment is killing invertebrates.

Stream Flow Restoration is Good News for Travertine Dam and Pool Habitats
Rod Parnell, Adam Schwarz, and Matt Germansen
Center for Environmental Sciences and Education, Department of Geology

Accrual Rate g/cm2/sec

stream, but increased again beFossil Creek is a travertinedominated system with a series of
low the Irving Power Plant where
perennial spring vents providing a
“fresh” spring water from the
consistent base flow. Water emitted
flume passed through the power
from Fossil Springs is supersaturatplant and returned to the creek bed.
ed with the mineral Calcite (CaCO3)
Following restoration of flow,
and outgassing of Carbon Dioxide
substrates were again placed at the
(CO2) allows precipitation of calcium
same sites to compare travertine
Figure 1. Artificial substrates, before
carbonate. Travertine is limestone
accumulation
before and after restoand after placement in Fossil Creek.
that is formed by rapid chemical preration. As seen in Figure 2 , rates are
upper
reach
near
the
springs
does
cipitation of calcium carbonate from
two to eight times higher in the reach
solution, as by agitation of stream not deposit travertine because there and there is now a gradual, continuhas not been sufficient outgassing to
w a t e r .
ous decline throughout the study area.
Historic
T
ravertine
deposits
form
in
the
streambed
as
CO
bubbles
out
2
Although the higher
accounts of
of
the
water,
causing
calcium
carbonate
to
precipitate.
precipitation rates
Fossil Creek
immediately below
prior to the Travertine deposition rates have increased 2 - 8 times since
flow was restored.
the dam had been preconstrucdicted based on the
t i o n higher volume of water in the streamof
the
hydropower
plants
induce
precipitation;
travertine
fordescribe a river with large travertine
bed after restoration, the higher
dams. The hydropower plants and mation decreases in the lower reach precipitation rates below Irving
associated diversion flumes starved eventually stopping entirely as the came as a surprise. With restorathe river of calcite, greatly reduc- system approaches equilibrium. tion of full flows, much higher flow
ing the number and size of dams. This study quantifies travertine ac- rates now occur in the streambed
The accrual of travertine domi- crual rates and stream geochemistry below Irving. These flows are renates stream morphology by form- to assess how flow restoration will sponsible for higher calcium and biing a series of pools throughout the affect the size, distribution, and res- carbonate fluxes now. Precipitation
actively precipitating reach. The toration of travertine dams and pools. rates remain higher throughout the
Artificial substrates, study reach, even as far as Irving.
including
travertine
The major complication in prePrecipitation of Travertine on Tiles
16
tiles and stainless steel dicting the long-term growth of
Before restoration
14
and copper mesh were travertine dam habitat is in predictAfter restoration
12
placed in the stream- ing the occasional erosional events
10
bed at seven sites. which degrade the dams. We are
8
Substrates were col- confident in our prediction of dam
6
lected after 4-6 weeks aggradation rates, but have not yet
4
of submersion in the been able to observe the effects
2
creek. Prior to flow of runoff from a large thunder0
restoration, active pre- storm on dam erosion. Finally, the
0
2
4
6
8
Distance Downstream (Km)
cipitation
occurred increased use of the reach above
in
the
seepage
reach Irving by kayakers holds a potential
Figure 2. Comparison of travertine precipitation rates before
(yellow) and after (blue) restoration of flow with distance from
immediately
below threat for dam stability, as kayakers
springs. Data show post restoration increase in accrual of calthe dam, decreased wade on or scrape their kayaks along
cium carbonate on travertine tiles along the stream gradient.
with distance down- the tops of the fragile dam structures.

Changes in Leaf Litter Retention: The Effects of Travertine and Increased Flow
Zacchaeus Compson and Jane Marks
Department of Biological Sciences
Leaf litter falling from sur- creases leaf litter retention, while thus were available as a food source
rounding trees into streams is an increased flow tends to decrease leaf for animals living in that reach.
important source of food in stream retention. Our study is the first to
We conducted this experiecosystems.
In highly shaded look at the effect of travertine dam ment before and after flow restostreams, like Fossil Creek, animals formation on leaf litter retention. ration and found that before flow
including insects and fish
was restored, areas with
depend on leaf litter for
travertine dams retained
food. Birds, lizards, frogs
significantly more leaves
and spiders living along the
than areas without dams
banks derive some of their
(Figure 1). Most leaves
food energy from leaf litter,
were not trapped by the
by eating the leaf-consumdams, but simply floated
ing insects from the stream.
to the bottom of the slowTo contribute to the food
velocity pools formed bebase, leaves that fall in the
hind the travertine dams.
stream must stay there.
This suggests that there
“Leaf Litter Retention” is a
is more food available
measure of how long a leaf
in areas with travertine
Photo by: Mead Mier
stays in a section of stream. Litter retention being measured by students and researchers at NAU
dams. After restoration
Factors affecting retention
of flow, retention rates
include flow, gradient, and
decreased at most sites,
To measure leaf litter reten- which was no surprise: fast movstructures that trap leaves, such as
woody debris dams, beaver dams tion, we dropped 2000 leaves into ing streams generally retain less
and travertine dams. Restoring wa- the water 100 meters upstream of a leaf litter. In addition, the travertine
ter flow to Fossil
dams were not as
Leaf
litter
is
an
important
food
source
in
streams.
Creek should ineffective at retaincrease the num- Travertine dams increase the amount of time leaves stay in ing leaf litter after
ber and size of
flow was restored.
the river and are available as food for insects and fish.
travertine dams.
We suspect this will
Increased
flow
has
reduced
leaf
retention
in
Fossil
Creek.
Increasing
the
change in the next
structural comfew years as travplexity of streams generally in- large net that was stretched across ertine dams continue to grow.
the
river.
In this study, gradient and
After one discharge did not play a factor in
hour, we count- leaf retention, though coarse woody
ed the num- debris was higher in travertine
ber of leaves reaches before and after restoration.
that had been A higher volume of coarse woody
caught. Leaves debris further supports the idea
that
didn’t that travertine is associated with a
make it to the more complex stream morphology.
net were conIn summary, we expect
Figure 1. More leaves were retained at sites wth travertine dams than sites sidered to have to see a short-term decrease in
with a more typical riffle pool morphology. Increased flows decreased
retained leaf litter retention, but expect rereention rates, particularly at sites with travertine dams. We believe that as been
in the 100-me- tention to increase in the longtravertine rebuilds, retention will increase in large stretches of the river.
ter section, and run as travertine dams grow.

Will Exotic Crayfish Undermine Restoration in Fossil Creek?
Ken Adams and Jane Marks
Department of Biological Sciences
Crayfish are notorious for
that more young crayfish are being
wreaking havoc on stream ecosysrecruited into the population. Our
tems. They are voracious feeders,
most recent surveys suggest that the
eating everything from leaf litter
newly forming travertine may keep
to insects and small fish. In some
crayfish populations at bay. The calplaces they shred so much leaf litcium carbonate deposits that form
ter that the debris they create actuthe picturesque travertine dams also
ally lowers light levels enough to
form on crayfish shells, much like
keep algae and plants from photocalcium carbonate clogging pipes.
Photo by Ken Adams
Exotic crayfish from Fossil Creek
synthesizing. As Arizona has no
In addition, travertine can armor
native crayfish, each crayfish you
the river bed, making it difficult
see in Fossil Creek is an invader. the water or burrow into the river for crayfish to burrow into the sediCrayfish were introduced bed when the chemical levels were ments where they go to avoid predainto
Arizona
tors. Although no
streams as bait for
Exotic crayfish are increasing in Fossil Creek.
one has studied
sports fisheries.
how travertine afIncreased travertine may reduce crayfish numbers.
Once they befects crayfish, our
A
trapping
program
should
help
reduce
crayfish
while
came established
initial
observanative fish recover.
in a few ponds
tions suggest that
and streams, they
the deposits interquickly expanded their range. Cray- high. We are monitoring the cray- fere with molting and growth. We
fish disperse quickly and can crawl fish in Fossil Creek because of con- will continue to study how traveracross land to colonize new habitats. cern that the removal of exotic bass, tine affects crayfish and hope that
Because crayfish are abundant in the which are known
it may provide a
Verde River and in other tributaries, to eat crayfish,
“geological” control
release
(particularly East Clear Creek), they could
on crayfish growth
have easy access to Fossil Creek. them from predarates. In addition,
tion
pressure
and
Exotic crayfish were not killed when
as native fish rethe river was chemically treated to cause their popubound, they may reeradicate the exotic fish, probably lations to explode
place exotic bass as
because they could crawl out of (Figure 1).
crayfish predators.
H a v e Figure 2. Estimated per-capita population
What can be
growth rates (r) from years 2004-2005 were
crayfish popula- significantly higher at sites where fish were redone to control craytions
changed moved relative to where fish were not removed. fish? It is probably
since water was
impossible to eradirestored and exotic fish were re- cate crayfish, but it may be possible
moved? Crayfish populations are to keep their densities low enough
increasing in Fossil Creek. Figure that they won’t interfere with the
2 shows that after restoration, cray- re-establishment of fish and inverfish increased at most sites in Fossil tebrates. This will require trapping
Creek, but that the largest increase crayfish using a range of trap types
was in the section where exotic fish that target different size classes. We
were removed. We suspect that ex- are working with local groups to
otic bass helped keep crayfish den- establish a crayfish removal program.
Figure 1. Native fish may do well enough to
control crayfish, but the release of predation
sities down. Now that exotic bass
pressure may cause their populations to exhave been removed, it is possible
plode.

Stewardship and Fossil Creek
Paul H. Hancock and Marty E. Lee, School of Forestry
“Action speaks louder than
words.”
Mark Twain

Efforts have been made to
document local residents’ sense of
stewardship, including their knowledge, attitudes, and perceptions of
the Fossil Creek restoration project.
These efforts involved a mail-back
survey sent to a sample of Arizona residents from Camp Verde,

from the resident and high school
surveys suggest the local communities were not aware of or
involved in the restoration activities.
Stewardship is defined as the
The lack of social supcareful and responsible management
port and involvement from the
of our natural resources. It shares
four communities is a worrisome
several qualities with conservaaspect for the long-term health and
tion and is
success of
o f t e n 53% of visitors supported removal of the Fossil Springs Diversion Dam. the restoraa s s o c i - 46% of visitors supported removal of non-native fish from Fossil Creek. tion project.
ated with a
Preliminary
land ethic. Support and involvement of local communities is key to the long-term
analysis of
success of the Fossil Creek restoration project.
Aldo Leothe two surpold once
veys sugwrote, “A land ethic changes the role Pine, Payson, and Strawberry. A gests the respondents have strong
of Homo sapiens from conqueror of similar survey and an education feelings for Fossil Creek and have a
the land-community to plain mem- outreach effort have involved lo- relatively high sense of stewardship.
ber and citizen of it.” In his book, cal high school students. The opinLitter has been documented
A Sand County Almanac,
as a major issue regardhe also explained that
ing the condition of recconservation and a land
reation sites along Fossil
ethic may require actions
Creek. Researchers feel
in spite of an economic
recreators are a point of
return. Stewardship is,
concern and many questhen, more than the caretions arise about how
ful and responsible manto mitigate impacts.
agement of our natural
Actions have alresources, it involves
ready been set in motion
respect,
preservation,
to begin the restoration
and actions toward the
of Fossil Creek. Stewardbetterment of our natuship is vital to the future
ral resources, regardof Fossil Creek; it is the
less of economic gain.
link that unites researchIndividuals
with A section of the flume illustrating the passion visitors have for
ers, managers, local resia high sense of steward- Fossil Creek and its unique characteristics.
dents, and recreators.
ship are important propoIn order to guarantee
nents of healthy ecosystems and ions and perspectives of both the success
in the long run,
contribute to ecosystem and commu- local residents and high school stu- steps need to be taken to innity viability. The Fossil Creek dam dents have been gathered and are volve the local residents and
decommissioning
project
of- currently
being
analyzed. communities. Stewardship is one
fers many unique opportuniInvolving local residents thing we all have in common. What
ties to document changes in bio- and communities in restoration happens next will depend on all of us.
logical, physical, and
social projects can create personal interconditions which will occur as est in the successful outcome of a This research was funded by the Nina Mason
Pulliam Charitable Trust and the NAU School
the riparian ecosystem is restored. restoration project. Initial results of Forestry.

Announcing the release of the documentary,
A River Reborn: the Restoration of Fossil Creek
The
Merriam-Powell
in environmental science and
Center at Northern Arizona Uniecology classes in high schools,
versity is proud to announce the
colleges, and universities; 2)
release of a documentary about
use by environmental advocacy
the ground-breaking developorganizations as a case study in
ments at Fossil Creek. Two years
riparian restoration; and 3) use
in the making, the public televiin interdisciplinary discussions
sion production, A River Reborn:
of environmental issues (e.g.,
The Restoration of Fossil Creek,
dialogues between scientists,
presents a critical examination
economists, resource managers,
of dam decommissioning and
and environmental advocates).
watershed restorations.
The documentary is a joint
Produced by Emmy
project of the Museum of NorthAward-winning producer, Paul
ern Arizona, Northern Arizona
Bockhorst, and narrated by Ted
University, and Paul Bockhorst
Danson, A River Reborn chroniProductions. Principal funding
cles both the natural and human
comes from the National Scihistory of the scenic waterway.
ence Foundation, the Bureau of
It introduces the scientists who
Reclamation
of the USDI, and
for this reassessment, Fossil Creek
have investigated Fossil Creek’s
reveals both challenges and oppor- the Heritage Program of the Arizooutstanding biological and geologina Game and Fish Department, with
cal features, environmenadditional funding from
tal advocates who have
the Nina Mason Pulliam
fought for its restoration,
Charitable Trust, the
federal and state resource
Merriam-Powell Cenmangers who are workter, and the Ecological
ing to establish it as a refRestoration Institute at
uge for threatened native
NAU.
fish, and officials at APS,
the utility that ran the hyFor more informadroelectric facilities for a
tion, including national
century.
and local air times, visit
A River Reborn
the web site for A River
is a powerful case study
Reborn at :
in environmental restoration. It highlights a
http://www.mpcer.nau.
broad reassessment of Award winning producer, Paul Bockhorst, during the filming of A River Reborn: the edu/riverreborn.org
rivers and dams globally, Restoration of Fossil Creek.
as well as the growing
tunities associated with riparian resOr contact:
effort to balance fulfillment of hutoration.
man needs with protection of the
In addition to broadcast on
Stefan Sommer,
natural systems that support human
public television stations in Arizona
Executive
Producer
life. This includes the safeguardand across the U.S., A River Reborn
Merriam-Powell Center
ing of precious water resources and
is designed for multiple educational
(928) 523-4463
the protection of threatened and enapplications. They include 1) use
Stefan.Sommer@nau.edu
dangered species. As a focal point
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